Eaton Lighting

Ametrix
Asymmetric indirect. Wall, ceiling, suspended, semi-recessed and cove.

Corelite
Linear indirect and direct/indirect suspended luminaires.

Ephesus Lighting
Sports, entertainment and industrial solutions.

Fail-Safe
Vandal resistant security luminaires for complex environments.

Halo
Recessed, track, surface and architectural downlighting.

Invue
High performance area, site, flood and landscape luminaires.

io Lighting
Surface, recessed and linear point source solutions.

Iris
Specification grade residential and commercial downlighting.

Lumark
Outdoor area, sports and parking garage lighting.

Lumière
Architectural grade landscape and outdoor luminaires.

McGraw-Edison
Architectural area, flood, roadway and parking structure lighting.

Metalux
Specification and commodity grade fluorescent lighting products.

MWS
Modular wiring for fixtures and power distribution.

Neo-Ray
Architectural linear surface, pendant, perimeter and recessed.

Portfolio
Specification grade downlighting.

Shaper Lighting
Decorative architectural and exterior lighting.

Streetworks
Outdoor area and roadway lighting.

Sure-Lites
Commercial and architectural emergency lighting and exits.

Eaton Controls

Fifth Light

Greengate Controls
Architectural lighting controls and sensors.

iLumen
Architectural dimming, handles any load, modern user controls.

LumaWatt Pro
Wireless, real-time sensing and control.

ALM
Contemporary fixtures, clean detail, modified and custom.

Amerlux
Architectural interior and exterior fixtures.

Architectural Light Works
Linear architectural fixtures for commercial applications.

Arcluce
Architectural bollards, floods and marker lights. Crafted in Milan.

AV Poles and Lighting
Steel and aluminum poles. Outdoor area fixtures.

Axis Lighting
Linear indirect/direct aluminum and steel suspended luminaires.

Barbicam Architectural Products

Barron Lighting
High output signage and border lighting.

Beulux
LED modules and controllers for indoor and outdoor applications.

Bloom Lighting
Table, floor and wall fixtures. Custom lighting solutions.

Brite Path
Photoluminescent egress, exit, pathway marking, fire related signage.

California Accent Lighting

Camman Industries

Canlet
Non-metallic vapor tight fixtures for incandescent and fluorescent.

Chameleon Lighting
High performance decorative cylinders, pendants, and surface.

CHM Industries
High mast systems for area, roadway and sports lighting.

Cimcon
Outdoor wireless controls. Remote monitoring, dimming and metering.

Crucial Power Products
Central lighting inverters and uninterruptible power systems.

DALS Lighting
Contemporary European styled exterior fixtures.

Day-O-Lite
Healthcare and custom solutions.

Edison Price
Specification grade downlights, wallwashers, accent and track fixtures.

El Torrent
Pendant, floor and table lamps featuring custom hand-made shades.

Elcast
Aluminum outdoor luminaires. Bollards, steplights, and bulkheads.

Ember LED
Architectural outdoor solar lighting.

Encelium Technologies
Addressable lighting control and energy management solutions.

Enlighted Controls
Wireless, real-time sensing and control.

Estiluz
Decorative pendants, sconces, table lamps, surface and custom.

Eureka
Contemporary modular pendants, sconces, track and recessed.

FC Lighting
Interior and exterior sconces, pendants, post-tops, and low-voltage.

Felix
In-grade linear, wall and ceiling recessed, submersible, flexible.
Forum
Extruded asymmetrical wall and sign lighters, indirect/direct pendants.

Gammalux
Extruded linear fluorescent fixtures. Manufactured in California.

GE Lighting
Linear, recessed and surface. Roadway, area, sports lighting, hazardous.

Growlite
Premium horticulture solutions for indoor and greenhouse applications.

HCI Lighting
Traditional and contemporary outdoor luminaires, poles, site furniture.

Hèmèra Lighting
Decorative pendants, shades, table and floor lamps. Custom fixtures.

Hi-Lite
Interior & exterior specialty lighting, RLM fixtures.

HK Lighting
Outdoor architectural and landscape lighting.

i-LED
Innovative indoor and outdoor lighting.

Impact Lighting
Decorative pendants, sconces and ceiling fixtures.

Indatech
Lighting for hazardous and complex environments.

Industrial Lighting Products
Efficient commercial and industrial fixtures and retrofits.

Insight
Architectural asymmetric for interior and exterior applications.

Iota Engineering
Full line emergency battery backup units and mini inverters.

Isolite
LED inverters and emergency lighting.

Klik USA
Handrail luminaries, IP65 downlights, slim-aperture linear systems.

Kurtzon Lighting
Cleanroom, hazardous and wet location fixtures. Class I, Div 2.

LDPI
Hazardous location and industrial lighting solutions.

LEDConn
LED light guide panels, custom flexible solutions.

LEDS-C4
Modern, European decorative pendants, sconces and floor lamps.

Leigh
Theatrical and architectural lighting systems and controls.

LightNet
Decorative pendants, surface and recessed.

Lightway Industries
ADA sconces, ceiling, floodlighting. Interior and exterior fixtures.

Lumca
Modern architectural outdoor area and roadway. Urban furniture.

Lumetta
Decorative pendants and sconces. Unique materials and design.

Neidhardt
Modern pendants, linear, round and point source based on classic forms.

New Star Lighting
Confinement, high abuse, vandal resistant, cleanroom and healthcare.

NuLite
Specialty fixtures in stainless steel and aluminum.

Organic Lighting Systems
Solutions for exterior and interior flood, wall wash and accent.

Orgatech + Omegalux
Interior and exterior wallwash, architectural landscape fixtures.

Osram DLS
Addressable lighting control and energy management solutions.

Oxygen Lighting
Contemporary decorative glass pendants, sconces and ceiling fixtures.

Pacific Lighting & Standards
Classic exterior fixtures, standards and bollards.

Pemco Lighting
Cast aluminum poles, decorative bases and highly stylized fixtures.

Performance in Lighting

PMC Lighting
Specification grade perimeter wall, steel lineal and recessed products.

Prima Lighting
Bendable rail, cable, pendants, monopoints, chandelier and recessed.

Rambusch
Precision downlights, up-lights and custom fixtures.

Rayon
Energy efficient commercial, industrial and residential.

Revolution Lighting
Site lighting and RF controls. Retrofit, decorative and signage.

Ryther-Purdy
Western red cedar poles and exterior decorative luminaires.

Sattler
Modern pendants, wall and floor fixtures.

Solar Path
Innovative solar fixtures for site, roadway and marker applications.

SolarOne
Energy efficient outdoor lighting and solar powered poles.

Solid State Luminaires – SSL
Next generation fixtures. Interior and exterior solutions.

Spectrum Lighting
Recessed, round and square, RLM’s, track and sports lighting.

Steinel
Occupancy / presence detectors, motion sensors and daylight controls.

Structura
Modern poles, bollards, fixtures, outdoor furniture and site amenities.

Tegan Lighting
Pendants, track and surface. Superior design. Made in California.

Traxon
LED solutions and ECUE controls for architectural, hospitality, retail.

Vista Professional
Decorative and specification grade landscape lighting.

WAC Lighting
Low voltage, track, recessed modular fixtures, landscape.

We-ef Lighting
European inspired exterior recessed, surface and in-grade lighting.

Whitegoods
Lensed downlights, linear systems and knife-edge cove systems.

XAL
European style recessed, fluorescent, and light control systems.

Zaneen
Contemporary sconces, surface, pendants, chandeliers and exterior.